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The complete text of Governor Mark Parkinson’s State of the State Address, ‘Protecting What We Have,
Building for the Future,’ as prepared for delivery, is as follows:

Protecting What We Have, Building for the Future
“Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, Minority Leaders Hensley and Davis, Mister Chief Justice, legislators,
justices, cabinet officers, elected officials, honored guests and my fellow Kansans:
“For almost 150 years, 45 governors have had the honor to report to this body on the state of the state of
Kansas. Throughout those 150 years, we have been through many crises. We have gone through booms
and busts, two World Wars and faced countless natural disasters. Despite those challenges, every
governor for almost 150 years declared that the state of our state was strong.
“They understood that we do not measure the state of our state by the crisis of the day. The true measure
of a state is the quality and character of the people living in it. Are they willing to pull together, stare
down challenges and provide a helping hand to those in need?
“Mr. Speaker and Mr. President, the economy has once again tested the quality and character of the
citizens of Kansas, and I am happy to report we have passed every test. On every measurement that
matters, the state of the state of Kansas has never been stronger.
“Unfortunately, this does not mean that we have overcome every challenge. The greatest economic
crisis since the Great Depression continues to fight against us. I am here to tell you tonight that this
crisis will not defeat us. To succeed, we must pull together and make sacrifices. To give up in the
waning moments of this economic challenge would precipitate decades of intolerable consequences.
“One hundred fifty years ago, our ancestors had a vision for Kansas. They turned that vision into a
reality and built the greatest state in the nation. I am calling on you to help protect what we have built
over these last 150 years. You have all heard me brag on many occasions about our founding fathers,
the struggles they endured and the challenges they overcame. Our founders shared a vision of great
public schools, outstanding universities, safe communities and an economic climate that would allow us
all to prosper.
“In the early years, our leaders understood the importance of a great higher education system. They
established Kansas State University in 1863, just two years after Kansas became a state. Since then we
have formed six other major universities, 19 community colleges and seven technical schools and
colleges. Their vision was elegant and concise - if you want to keep the best and brightest in a state, you
must create a great higher education system to retain them. If you want to attract the best and brightest
from other states, you must have great higher education. If you want to provide a workforce for the
future, you build great universities, technical schools and community colleges.
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“This was not a one-time commitment. It is a commitment our leaders have kept for 150 years, and it
worked. Hundreds of thousands of Kansans have graduated from these schools and have made our state
what it is today. In addition, our schools have become an economic engine. Ask yourself why the
animal health corridor exists in Kansas. It exists because this Legislature had the vision many years ago
to fund Kansas State University so it could develop a world class veterinary school. At the same time,
Missouri was establishing a veterinary school in Columbia, and a corridor sprung up between the two
schools. The result was hundreds of companies and tens of thousands of new jobs. The animal health
corridor would have never happened if years ago this legislature had been tight fisted and refused to
fund our higher education system. Our 150-year commitment made it possible.
“Ask yourself why Kansas University has the chance to achieve designation as a National Cancer
Institute. This opportunity exists because this legislature had the vision to fund higher education so KU
could establish a world class medical school. National Cancer Institute designation would have been
impossible if years ago this legislature had refused to fund higher education. Our 150-year commitment
made it possible.
“Consider the aircraft industry. History’s greatest entrepreneurs formed this industry in Wichita. They
deserve the credit, but its growth depends on educational opportunities. It is Wichita State and schools
that have produced the workforce that took those entrepreneurs dreams from just a vision to reality.
Make no mistake, our commitment to higher education is not just the right thing to do, it is great
economic development.
“The same can be said of our investment in our public schools. While other states were shy to adopt
public education, we embraced it. Our leaders made the conscious decision clear back in the 1860s to
spend money on public education. Their vision was to create a literate population that would become
workers, then consumers and lead our state to prosperity. This commitment to public schools was not
one time or intermittent; it was long-lasting. It is at the very essence of what makes Kansas, Kansas.
“Throughout our history this has worked. We developed a world class public school system. It is a
system that outside entities consistently rate as one of the best in the country. It is a system that has
higher graduation rates and test scores than the national average. It is a system that has provided every
child a chance and has created the outstanding labor force that we dreamed of building. It happened
because those that came before us had vision and the courage to make investments in our future.
“Those that came before us accomplished even more. They built a transportation system that now serves
as a model for the rest of the country. They built a public safety system that keeps our communities
safe, and they built a safety net because they realized that the true measure of a society is not how it
treats the richest of the rich, but rather how it treats those most in need.
“Along the way there have certainly been naysayers, those who have argued that you cannot build great
schools, great universities, great roads and have a safety net for those in need without taxing the state out
of business. We know the naysayers are wrong. We know that they are wrong because we have
achieved excellence with taxes that are below the national average.
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“The Tax Foundation rates each state every year for its combined state and local tax burden. It's an
objective way of finding out where we stand. Its findings for 2009 are the same as its findings for most
prior years. Kansas is below the national average for taxes that we pay. Below. It is a remarkable
achievement. Our founders were cunning and frugal enough to build a great state without taxing us out
of business.
“Unfortunately, what we have built is now at risk. Our accomplishments are at risk because the
recession has devastated state revenues. We have cut $1 billion out of the state budget. Like any
organization, public or private, there was waste in state government. That is inevitable. That made the
first round of cuts relatively easy, but as the deficit grew, the budget cuts have been brutal. We are way
beyond the point of cutting waste.
“As a result of my last cuts, schools have closed and universities have laid off professors. Post-release
supervision of prisoners has declined, our road maintenance has stopped and payments to our Medicaid
providers have decreased. We have cut beyond the point of waste and into the foundation of these
critical services.
“Now we face another challenge. Before I describe it, I want to thank each of the 165 of you. Last year,
I called on us to pull together in a post-partisan manner to face our challenges and we did. We avoided
the partisan bickering and childishness that we see in Washington, D.C. Tonight, the need to pull
together has never been more important.
“That is because we face another budget hole of almost $400 million. We are not $400 million short of
what we need to get these programs back to where they need to be. We are $400 million short of what
we need to keep most of these budgets at their already drastically cut levels.
“I have spent scores of hours studying these programs in search of that $400 million more that we can
cut. I'm here to tell you that it simply is not there. If you can find it, I am open to your input. However,
as a person who is fiscally responsible and as a person who has cut more out of our state budget than any
Kansan in history, let me repeat - there isn't $400 million left that we can responsibly cut. Now is the
time to protect what we have. Now is the time to stop cutting education, public safety and aid to the
elderly and disabled.
“Here is my plan to come up with the $400 million - we need to raise two taxes. We must take the
cigarette and tobacco tax from 79 cents a pack and raise it to the national average of $1.34. Not only
will this allow us to raise revenue, it has the added benefit of reducing teen smoking. Study after study
demonstrates that if you raise this tax, teen smoking will decline.
“We must also raise our sales tax by one cent for a temporary period of 36 months. A temporary
increase of just one cent allows us to fund our programs at the minimum acceptable levels while we
work our way out of this recession. I am then proposing that after the third year the tax retreat, leaving
just two tenths of a cent in place that would be available to craft a moderate but necessary highway
program.
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“This is by no means a big spending budget. We would still force agencies to live under the enormous
constraints that our $1 billion in cuts have placed on them. There are some areas funded above 2010
levels. This budget allows us to reinstate some funding of schools and universities as we begin their road
to recovery. This budget allows us to reinstate some of the post-release supervisory programs in the
Department of Corrections, which is a matter of public safety. This budget allows us to restore
Medicaid funding so that those most in need will have access to hospitals, doctors and nursing homes.
“The alternative to coming up with this $400 million is not acceptable. It would require a round of cuts
that would do years of damage to what we have built. We would hurt every school district in this state.
More schools would close and class sizes would reach intolerable levels.
“Universities, technical schools and community colleges would suffer. Our National Cancer Institute
designation would be at risk. Our roads would deteriorate, and we would either have to eliminate
supervision of prisoners on parole, or start letting prisoners out of jail early. On top of all that, the
budgets for 2012 and beyond would be even more difficult.
“Now, I know there are discussions about other ways to raise $400 million. There has been talk of
eliminating some sales tax exemptions and there is some possibility of additional federal money in some
areas. I am open to all ideas and encourage you to examine them. What I am not open to are crippling
cuts. Our ancestors worked too hard to build what we have. Now it is our turn. It is a fight worth
waging. Our schools are worth fighting for, our universities are worth fighting for, our public safety
system is worth fighting for and our safety net for the elderly and disabled is worth fighting for.
“We can do more though than just protect what we have. In addition to fixing the budget, we can
prepare for the future. First, let’s ramp up our fight against cancer by enacting a public smoking ban. It
is time. Twenty-four states including North Carolina have done it. If North Carolina, the largest
tobacco producing state in the country can enact a public smoking ban, surely Kansas can.
“Let me be very clear. I'm not proposing that we pass a watered down smoking ban. I do not want
legislation that the tobacco industry writes, full of loopholes and not a real ban. Seventy-five percent of
Kansans want a real public smoking ban and I am asking you to give that to them.
“The second initiative that I want to propose is that we continue to move forward with energy policy in
Kansas; 2008 was about building wind farms in Kansas, 2009 was about bringing wind manufacturing
jobs and transmission to Kansas. Let’s make 2010 about making Kansas a national leader. We should
lead the country in renewable energy.
“Accordingly, I have asked Lieutenant Governor Findley to lead a Cabinet team who will make sure that
we take advantage of every opportunity to continue to bring transmission, wind farms and green jobs to
Kansas. It is our destiny to provide clean energy to the rest of the country and Lieutenant Governor
Findley will lead the way to make that happen.
“Finally, it is time that we take steps to make sure that the state never again finds itself facing this kind
of fiscal challenge. There are many reasons for the budget problems that we have. One is that we came
into last year without an emergency fund. This is unacceptable.
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“Downturns are inevitable. Every business and family knows this, and those that are able develop
reserve funds to prepare for those downturns. It is time for the state to do the same. I am asking you to
pass the Vratil-Kelly Constitutional Amendment that would require us to set a portion of state revenue
aside to create an emergency fund. In years of declining revenue we would tap into the fund and avoid
the situation we are currently in. It is time that we put our fiscal house in order and lay the foundation
for a solid financial future for this state.
“Now, I want to tell you why I am so optimistic about the future of our state. During a recession, people
give up; and once they give up, a recession can become a depression. My message to Kansans tonight is
this: don’t give up. There are too many reasons for genuine optimism.
“We are all worried about jobs. Our unemployment rate is not acceptable. The good news is that our
Department of Commerce has won battle after battle to bring jobs to the state. Unfortunately, these
successes have not kept pace with job losses from current employers. I want Kansans to know that we
will continue to fight until every Kansan has a job.
“That will not be long. Kansas is an exporter. We export airplanes, food and energy. As emerging
markets continue to grow in countries like China, India, and Brazil, even during this recession, the
demand for our products will continue to grow. Seven-hundred million people in emerging countries
will join the middle class in the next 20 years, and no state will benefit more from this than Kansas.
Demand for our airplanes, our wheat and our energy will explode. But, we cannot give up. We must
protect what we have, fight for what we have and prepare for the future.
“Last year, I told you about my vision for Kansas in 2030. That vision is fully intact. I told you that by
2030 our agricultural, energy, and aviation sectors will be booming and our animal health corridor will
flourish. Kansas University will have achieved designation as a National Cancer Institute and become a
leading research institute in life science. Our higher education system will be world class.
“A renewable energy corridor will exist between Wichita and Salina and provide thousands of jobs to
Kansas and clean energy to the world. Wind farms will exist all throughout western Kansas and we will
have built the transmission to bring that energy to eastern Kansas and beyond. Our public school system
will be strong, our transportation system will be world class and opportunity will abound.
“We will be more diverse. Our Hispanic and Asian populations will grow, and rather than reject our new
citizens, as some states have done, we will embrace them as Kansans. More than ever, they will be an
important part of the Kansas story.
“I am more confident of this vision than ever. Already this year, we have made progress toward many of
these predictions. We have achieved the first approvals for needed energy transmission in western
Kansas. We beat our goal of 10 percent renewable energy by 2010 and we are still building additional
wind farms. Two major companies have already located in our renewable energy corridor, employing
hundreds of Kansans.
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“This year we will begin the construction of the National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility in Manhattan.
I want Governor Perry of Texas to know that he has my personal invitation to participate in the ground
breaking. However, for all of my predictions to come true, we must protect what we have and build for
the future.
“Let me close on a personal note; 28 years ago, I started law school at KU. On the second day of class, I
met the woman who would become the love of my life, Stacy. Stacy had grown up in west Wichita. She
attended Goddard public schools, then KU for her undergraduate degree and law school. She was the
first person in her family to graduate from college. I was born and grew up in Wichita, attended Wichita
public schools, then Wichita State and ultimately KU law school.
“We fell in love, and even though people will tell you that you should not do this, we got married in our
second year of law school. Not smart, but we were in love and had big dreams. We lived in a mobile
home and had no money, but we didn't care. We had each other and a future that we hoped for. After
law school we formed our own law firm, ultimately our own business and have been financially
rewarded beyond any level that we could have hoped. We have three great kids, and we love them
desperately. We have traveled the world and lived a life beyond what we could possibly have dreamed
from that mobile home in Lawrence. Stacy and I have lived the American dream and we have lived it
without ever leaving Kansas.
“I tell you this not to boast of our good fortune; I tell you this because I want to make sure that future
generations of Kansans have the same opportunities as Stacy and me. We are able to live this life
because legislators and governors decades ago decided that building great public schools and
universities was the right thing to do. We are able to live this life because in Kansas, you didn't have to
be rich to go to a good school or go to college.
“Now I'm asking you to make the same decisions for future generations to come. I’m asking you to give
our children and our children’s children the same opportunity that Stacy and I and all of you have had the opportunity to live the American dream without ever leaving the state.
“Generations from now, historians will look at how Kansas handled the greatest economic crisis since
the Great Depression. We have the opportunity to astonish them. The decisions that you can make will
mean that not only did we fight back, not only did we protect what our ancestors built, but while
everyone else was in a panic, we moved forward. Let’s seize that opportunity, astonish the historians
and write history that will make all future generations proud.
“Thank you. God Bless you, God Bless Kansas and God Bless America.”
###
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